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Abstract:- Increasing interest has been seen in applying power system stabilizer to power systems problems from the number of publications on this topic in recent decade years. As a relatively new research topic a need is felt to pay more attention to the basic principles of the theory, identification of problems and design of Power System Stabilizer. This paper presents a survey of a few decade publications on power system stabilizer theory to power systems and the basic procedures for PSS design methods to solve power systems problems.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the penetration of PSS into manufacturing and computer products, applications of PSS in power systems are beginning to receive attention from power systems researchers. PSS were first introduced in solving power systems long-range decision making problems in more than a decade ago. However, substantial interest in its applications to power areas is fairly recent. Different designing methods exist for many power systems operation. However, the mathematical formulations of real-world problems are derived under certain assumptions and even with these assumptions, the solutions of power systems problems is not trivial because there are many uncertainties in various power systems problems because power systems are large, complex, geographically widely distributed systems and influenced by unexpected events. These facts make it difficult to effectively design with many power systems problems through strict mathematical formulations alone. Therefore, different designing approaches were made and proved to be effective in various power system problems. With the advance of PSS and the achievements made in applications to other areas, it is beginning to receive power researchers' attention and it is felt that there is a need to develop alternative design method for more information on this subject. In this paper we aim to provide designing approach and a survey of the publications of PSS to power systems problems. The paper is organized as follows. Basics of PSS are explained in Section II. Historical and Evolution Perspective III. Overview Issues of PSS IV. PSS Design Concepts V.

II. BASICS OF POWER SYSTEM STABILIZER
A PSS is an additional control block used to enhance the system stability. This block is added to the AVR, and uses stabilizing feedback signals such as shaft speed, terminal frequency and/or power to change the input signal of the AVR. PSS consists of three basic blocks. The first block is the stabilizer Gain block, which determines the amount of damping. The second is the Washout block, which serves as a high-pass filter, with a time constant that allows the signal associated with oscillations in rotor speed to pass unchanged, but does not allow the steady state changes to modify the terminal voltages. The last one is the phase compensation block, which provides the desired phase-lead characteristic to compensate for the phase lag between the AVR input and the generator electrical. The PSS is designed to introduce an electrical torque in phase with the rotor speed. This is achieved by a supplementary stabilizing signal ΔVS applied to the automatic voltage regulator (AVR) of the generator. Basically, this controller is composed of a static gain Kpss which is adjusted to obtain the desired damping for unstable or poorly damped modes. The time constant Tw represents in washout block with range of (1 to 20 seconds) so it works as a filter for low frequencies (0.8 to 2 Hz). The time constants T1, T2, T3 and T4 defined in two blocks lead-lag of the input signal [1-2].

III. HISTORICAL AND EVOLUTION PERSPECTIVE
Despite their relative simplicity, Power System Stabilizers (PSS) may be one of the most misunderstood and misused pieces of generator control equipment. The ability to control synchronous machine angular stability through the excitation system was identified with the advent of high speed exciters and continuously-acting voltage regulators. By the mid-1960’s several authors had reported successful experience with the addition of supplementary feedback to enhance damping of rotor oscillations [2-6]. Since the early 1960s, power system stabilizers have been considered as integral components of the excitation systems installed on all large generators on the Ontario Hydro system. The use of these PSS units continues to produce millions of dollars of annual benefits [3-4, 7].
IV. AN OVERVIEW ISSUES OF PSS

Power system stabilizers (PSS) have now been with us for several decades. Papers in [6, 8-16] have covered the problems associated with the application of stabilizers on hydraulic and thermal units from the late 1960s to the late 1980’s. The problems discussed in those papers covering the early years of this technology, had to do with the actual design of the stabilizer hardware, the choice of signal, the implementation problems, the interaction between the stabilizer signal and shaft torsionals, effects of loading and unloading on terminal voltage, and of course, the acceptability of the excitation systems themselves, as perceived at that time.

V. PSS DESIGN CONCEPTS

The developments in the area of PSS in the power systems have been discussed through the various PSS system designs methods. Most of the PSS designs are based on the application of techniques developed in the area of control system designs. Different designing methods from late 1980s to till 2014 have been discussed in this section. The design procedure in [17] has been successfully applied to the design of power system stabilizers and the resulting stabilizers provide good damping at several extreme operating conditions. Their performance in nonlinear environment is validated using line switching’s, machine outages, and faults. The new stabilizer performs better than the traditional PSS especially if a machine outage occurs.

There are uncertainties in electric power system and thus always exist unmodelled dynamics in power system which causes in effective performances of PSS. It is overcome by Fuzzy Logic PSS in [18]. The simulation results show that the proposed FLPSS provided better dynamic performance under disturbance conditions than the conventional PSS. The design of the FLPSS does not require mathematical model representation of the synchronous machine and power plant and is quicker and easier to implement than the self tuning PSS which requires real-time model identification.

The application of weighting function in designing PSS is explained in [19]. Some investigations on applying $H\infty$ methods to the PSS design are also presented in [20-21]. A simple and effective way of selecting weighting functions is discussed in [22]. The design method presented in [23] for single-machine power systems are extended to multi machine systems in [24]. The design is based on the use of Pseudo Global System Models (PGSM).

Same $H\infty$ Optimization Method [25-26] is used and to test the robustness of the designed PSS, experiment was conducted over various operating points. A new robust design of PSS applying $H\infty$ mixed sensitivity technique is proposed to mitigate low frequency oscillations [27]. The motivation to apply this control strategy is the simplicity and flexibility of synthesis procedure. The reduction in the controller complexity is averted by reducing system size keeping in view suitability for practical installation. Zames originally formulated the $H\infty$ optimal control theory [28]. Demonstrations of $H\infty$ based design techniques for controllers applicable to power system have been reported in literature [29].

Lyapunov's Approach [30], which shows that the system is exponentially stable with the properly chosen control gains. The proposed PSS is linear and decentralized, and is robust against operating point variations, locations of disturbances, and system topology changes.

Application of an Eigen solution Free Method [31] make use of the [32]. The major contributions of this paper are the presentation of a new method of reduced-order modal analysis, which is completely independent of the eigensolution. Recently, heuristic search algorithms such as genetic algorithm (GA) [33-35] have been applied to the problem of PSS design. Supplementary constant output produced in [36] to improve stability while the operating condition changes and is always suited to operating conditions.

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) technique was developed by Eberhart and Kennedy [37] which was inspired by the Social behavior of Bird flocking and fish schooling. The results in [38] show the potential of PSO technique for optimal design of PSS and can work effectively over a wide range of loading conditions and system configurations. The performance of the proposed PSOPSSs [39] is compared to that of GAPSSs given in [40] and gradient-based PSSs given in [41]. It is clear that the system performance with the proposed PSOPSSs is much better than that of GAPSSs and the oscillations are damped out much faster than CPSS.

Many methods have been used in the design of PSS, among the various robustness techniques optimal control [42-44] technique has received considerable attention. LPV theory [45] has been developed in the past ten years. It is a natural extension of the conventional gain scheduling approach [46]. The LPV method can
guarantee the stability and performance not only for slowly changing parameters but also for arbitrarily fast changing parameters.

It is difficult to obtain accurate physics model of power system [47]. Prony analysis describes the mathematical model of equal space sampling data by a linear combination of exponential functions. The results of small disturbance analysis show that the method improves system eigenvalue and enhance system damping after PSS whose parameters are optimized by above method is set into system. Therefore, according to the result based on iterative Prony analysis, to adopt residue method to configure PSS parameter optimally is viable [48].

In the last few years, it is found that the drawback of GA is that, the performance depends on the optimal selection of its operators. To cope with the GA limitations, Population-Based Incremental Learning (PBIL) was originally proposed by Baluja [49-50]. The issue of tuning the parameters of the PSSs has been converted into an optimization problem which is solved via PBIL and GAs. Eigenvalue analysis show that the PBIL-PSSs perform better than the CPSSs.

Comparison between PBIL-PSSs and GA-PSSs in [51] shows that PBIL-PSSs perform better than GA-PSSs and gives adequate and consistent damping.

The Recurrent Neural Network PSS proposed in [52] shows the faster convergence than the Fuzzy Logic Neural Network PSS because the proposed neural network consists of only two layers, the time of updating the weights is faster than the conventional three layer neural networks.

Synergetic control theory was first introduced by Russian scholars [53]. Recently, this theory has been successfully applied in [54] and some practical aspects with reference to both simulations and actual hardware were discussed in [55-57]. It is also applied in a practical battery charging system [58]. This paper presented a new nonlinear approach based on synergetic control theory to design a power system stabilizer for single-machine infinite-bus power systems. The proposed approach overcomes the problems of the linear controls by explicitly using a nonlinear model of the power system for control synthesis.

The idea of Artificial Immune System is derived from biological vertebrate immune system [59-61]. Based on the immune system network some mathematical immune algorithm is obtained [62]. It uses Improved Varela Immune Network Controller (IVINC), the new immune controller has the learning and memorizing characteristics and has proved that it works well in power systems stabilizers to optimize the stability of power and enhances the system performance damping low frequency oscillation.

With Tustin’s method being very popular [63]. A digital PSS is designed by discretizing a third-order analog lead-lag type PSS using Tustin’s mapping method. The method is simple to implement. Dynamic simulations were carried out using the single-machine system connected to an infinite-bus to validate the effective of the proposed digital PSS.

The proposed stabilizer in [64] is made adaptive by the online modification of ILWs and CPs, according to the procedure indicated in this paper. Compared to a conventional neural-network-based stabilizer, the proposed PSS uses a priori knowledge in the form of fuzzy if-then rules, and consequently, the time in the design stage is affected favorably.

Genetic Algorithm design based on Fuzzy Logic Power System Stabilizers is discussed in [65]. Moreover, Fuzzy logic controller’s complexities are discussed in [66]. GA has been applied successfully to various power system problems and the recent approach is to integrate the use of GA and fuzzy logic systems in order to design power system stabilizer [67]. The coordination between genetic based fuzzy logic power system stabilizer (GFLPSS) and CPSS provide good damping characteristics during small disturbance and large disturbances for local as well as inter area modes of oscillations.

The major difficulties in [68] approach are the requirement of all state information, which is hard to realize in practice, and the polytopic vertices used in the design are determined by a trial and error procedure. These limitations are overcome by [69]. Robust output feedback PSS design using LMI approach is considered in this paper. The design of output feedback controller that achieves robust pole clustering while minimizing an $H_\infty$ performance criterion has been derived resulting in new BMI conditions and provides good transient response specifications and good performance for all expected operating conditions.
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Taguchi method has been employed to solve economic dispatch problems [70] and optimal power flow of power systems [71]. The proposed PSS provide better damping over a wide range of operating conditions. Finally, it can be concluded that the Taguchi principle can be effectively employed to achieve an intrinsic robustness in the PSS parameters against variations in operating conditions.

The proposed coordinated PSS/AVR design [72] procedure is established within a frequency-domain framework and serves as a most useful small-signal complement to established large-signal transient simulation studies.

The PSS designed using conventional method performs well around the nominal operating condition. However, its performance degrades as the system becomes more loaded [73]. Breeder Genetic Algorithm, BGA-PSS performs slightly better than the GA-PSS. GA however has some limitations such as premature convergence, difficulties in selecting optimal genetic operators as well as the high computational capacity required in solving complex optimization problems. In order to deal with some of the limitations, BGA was proposed by John Greene [74]. This paper uses a slightly different version of BGA known as adaptive mutation BGA.

The method proposed in [75] for the PSS design is based on the conventional design technique as described in [76] and [77]. However, as opposed to a conventional stabilizer design, the system dynamics are linearized by taking the secondary bus voltage of the step-up transformer [78] as reference instead of the infinite bus [79].

The transient stability of a power system is a nonlinear property and cannot be understood and properly addressed using linear analysis. Nonlinear controller, inspired and designed using the nonlinear Hopf bifurcation theory, can give great insight into the understanding and improving the transient stability margins of the power system. Hopf bifurcation (HB) is a nonlinear theory that is useful in explaining some of those phenomena [80]. Existence of a HB in a system can be inferred using the linearized model of the system. This has been used, for instance, in [81], a new technique based on PSO is proposed to optimize the parameters settings of CPSS is developed and Simulation results show the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed OPSS over CPSS.

The Bacteria Foraging Algorithm, BFA has been reported by Mishra, Tripathy, and Nanda [82]. A new procedure for improving BFA called Smart BFA is a modification of the classical BFA and is applied for tuning the PSS coefficients in a multi machine power system. Due to having the bacteria conduction at a smart direction, the cost function decrease is better than the classical BFA and the speed convergence is also increased [83]. In all past researches of classic BFA, only the social intelligence of bacteria is considered [84-86].

Recent work combining nonconvex, nonsmooth optimization with the use of concepts of pseudospectra for the design of low order controllers including robustness requirements is suited to the design of power system stabilizers [87]. In this paper the PSS design is based on nonconvex, nonsmooth optimization. The use of concepts of pseudospectra for the design of low order controllers including robustness requirements is explained in [88-89].

Using Balance Truncation technique [90], lower order model is obtained from the higher order model and for this reduced model a stabilizing state feedback gain is obtained. With Fast output Sampling approach proposed by Werner and Furuta [91-92]. Large order models are reduced by PSO technique. In decentralized power system stabilizer, the control input for each machine should be function of the output of that machine only [93] and the decentralized stabilizer design problem can be translated into a problem of diagonal gain matrix design for multi machine power system [94]. Complexity of working with large order complex systems in their original form is presented in [95].

The performance of the proposed GAPSS is compared with random parameters PSS. The design problem is converted to an optimization problem which is solved by NSGAI1 [96].

A new method based on the big bang-big crunch theory is introduced [97]. BB-BC algorithm has already been applied to different areas such as airport gate assignment problem [98], fuzzy model inversion [99], non-linear controller design [100] and target motion analysis [101].
Investigations reveal the performance of IABC based multiband power system stabilizers in a multi machine infinite bus system is better in terms of settling time and peak overshoot under fault conditions and provide good damping characteristics during small disturbance and large disturbances for local as well as inter area modes of oscillations [106].

The slip signal is taken as output in [107] and the fast output sampling feedback [108] is applied at appropriate sampling rate. This method is also compared with Conventional PSS and without PSS.

Fuzzy set was singlehandedly introduced by Lotif A Zadeh [109]. Different types of membership functions are considered for fuzzy control system. The results of the study indicate that Gaussian MF gives the best system performance, and the triangular MF response is very close to that of Gaussian MF [110].

The application of ANFIS-PSS has been produced the better response with compare to the GA-PSS. The time response parameters like overshoot and settling time are significantly improved by using of ANFIS-PSS. Combined GA-PSS and ANFIS-PSS are extensively reduced the oscillations in power angle and rotor speed, and provided good damping to low frequency oscillation by stabilizing the system rapidly [111].

The closed-loop performance of the system model was evaluated for an input disturbance in the mechanical torque. The results show that the optimal output controller exhibits better performance than the conventional controller. Results also show the robustness and the validity of the output optimal controller [112]. The usage of optimal control is discussed in [113-115].

A comparison of a PSS controller based on hybrid intelligent technique by combining the advantages of Differential evolution and tabu search is compared with a controller based on differential evolution only [116]. It is concluded that the performance of the hybrid PSS controller is similar to DE PSS controller. Both the controllers are able to damp the transients that are present in the system when it is subjected to pulse disturbance. A novel method of designing PID controller in [117] for the power system considered using modified Philip-Heffron’s Model [118].

It is found that the total power output necessary to compensate the disturbance of the steady state is at an extreme amount and relative to the non-linear gain value, albeit the fact that the optimal methods created the greatest state responses [119]. In this work, the method that has been created by [120-121] will be used so that a system’s small signal stability with a machine that is synchronous could be analyzed.

S Paul and K RO proposed Oppositional gravitation search algorithm [122]. The computed results obtained are compared with other population based optimization techniques like GSA, DE and the proposed algorithm show more potential than other population based optimization algorithms.

UPFC Based on Fuzzy Logic Power System Stabilizer proposed in [123] is simulated using MATLAB-SIMULINK and compared with the conventional system with PSS. Results indicated that by incorporating FLPSS with UPFC, the damping of low frequency oscillation shown a better performance than conventional PSS thus improving the dynamic power system stability.

The approach model in [124] was tested on the 16-machine in 68- bus New England-New York interconnected system, and its effectiveness was established during the Eigenvalue analysis and nonlinear simulation results. In addition, the results demonstrated that the minimum damping ratio can be increased, and the number of PSSs can be reduced by adding UPFC-based stabilizer to the system. The coordinated design of the UPFC-PSS [125-126] and PSS-TCSC [127-128] and PSS-SVC [129] stabilizers are significantly more efficient in damping oscillations and improving stability compared to an individual design of these stabilizers.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper discusses about the Power System Stabilizer (PSS) which gives an overview of issues in PSS and control system design concepts were followed by discussion about different design methods for PSS Intelligent control techniques which may give better results for Power System Stabilizer. Various designing techniques that tackled the problem are overviewed. This review is undertaken to explore and report that fast
and accurate acting controllers design developed based on designing techniques are required to maintain system stability and damping of oscillation. Therefore, it is efficient for solving many problems for which it is difficult to find accurate mathematical models.
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